Is the Cosmological Constant Non-Zero? by Frampton, Paul H



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































eV to rewrite j
V
j  [(1=100)eV ]
4














times too big. This has been called the biggest error ever made in
theoretical physics!




term eld theory with spontaneous symmetry breaking
leads one to expect <  >  [(1=100)eV ]
4
. As examples, QCD connement suggests
<  > (200MeV )
4
, which is 10
40
times too big and electroweak spontaneous symmetry




times too big. This is the
theoretical issue. I will briey mention four approaches to its solution.
(1) Supersymmetry, Supergravity, Superstrings.





















j0 >= 0 (9)
which implies a vanishing vacuum value for < P

> and hence zero vacuum energy as
required for vanishing .
With global supersymmetry promoted to local supersymmetry the expression for
the potential is more complicated than this (one can even have V < 0).
When supersymmetry is broken, however, at  1 TeV one expects again that
j
V





So although unbroken supersymmetry looks highly suggestive, broken supersym-
metry does not help. The same is generally true for superstrings.
One new and exciting approach - still in its infancy - involves the compactication




and give rise to a 4-dimensional
N = 4 SU(N) supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, known to be conformal. Replacing
S
5
by an orbifold S
5
=  can lead to N = 0 non-supersymmetric SU(N) gauge theory
and probably (this is presently being checked; see e.g. [3]) retain conformal symmetry.
If so one may achieve <  >= 0 without supersymmetry.
(2) Quantum Cosmology.
The use of wormholes to derive ! 0 has been discredited because of (a) the ques-
tionable use of Euclidean gravity, (b) wormholes, if they exist, become macroscopically
large and closely-packed, at variance with observation.
2
(3) Changed Gravity.
An example of changing gravity theory [4] is to make g = detg

non-dynamical





dx[R + L(g   1)] (10)
where L is a Lagrange multiplier. One then nds by variation that R =  4 =




V where V is the spacetime volume.




the value ! 0
+
is exponentially favored.




 1 rapid exponential expansion prohibits gravitational condensation to




On the other hand if 


 0 the universe collapses at a nite time, and there is




, R reaches only
0.1mm (10
 30
of its present value). Taken together these two considerations lead to




{ quite a strong constraint.







where E is any vacuum energy scale familiar to High Energy
physics.
CBR TEMPERATURE ANISOTROPY
The Cosmic Background Radiation (CBR) was discovered [5] in 1965 by Penzias
and Wilson. But detection of its temperature anisotropy waited until 1992 when [6, 7]
the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) satellite provided impressive experimental
support for the Big Bang model. COBE results are consistent with a scale-invariant
spectrum of primordial scalar density uctuations, such as might be generated by quan-
tum uctuations during ination [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. COBE's success inspired many
further experiments with higher angular sensitivity than COBE ( 1
o
).
NASA has approved a satellite mission MAP (Microwave Anisotropy Probe) for
2000. ESA has approved the Planck surveyor - even more accurate than MAP - a few
years later in 2005.
With these experiments, the location of the rst accoustic (Doppler) peak and
possible subsequent peaks will be resolved.
The Hot Big Bang model is supported by at least three major triumphs:
 the expansion of the universe
 the cosmic background radiation
 nucleosynthesis calculations
It leaves unanswered two major questions:
3
 the horizon problem
 the atness problem
The horizon problem. When the CBR last scattered, the age of the universe was
 100; 000y. The horizon size at that recombination time subtends now an angle
 =200 radians. On the celestial sphere there are 40,000 regions never causally-
connected in the unadorned Big Bang model. Yet their CBR temperature is the same
to one part in 10
5
- how is this uniformity arranged?












and evaluate for time t and the present t  t
0











































From this we nd

































to be of order unity as it is now. If we go to earlier cosmic
time, the ne tuning of 

t
becomes even stronger if we want the present universe to be
compatible with observation. Why then is 

t
so extremely close to 

t
= 1 in the early
universe?
Ination Both the horizon and atness problems can be solved in the inationary













We shall see to what extent this prediction, Eq.(19), is consistent with the present
observations.
The goal of the CBR experiments [15, 16, 17, 18] is to measure the temperature
autocorrelation function. The fractional perturbation as a function of direction
^
n is


































A plot of C
l
versus l will reect oscillations in the baryon-photon uid at the surface of
last scatter. The rst Doppler, or accoustic, peak should be at l
1
= = where  is
the angle now subtended by the horizon at the time of last scatter: the recombination
time at a red-shift of Z ' 1; 100.
The special case  = 0
When  = 0, the Einstein-Friedmann cosmological equation can be solved analyt-





























For a geodesic ds
2


































































The substitution R =
1
2

































































! 0 With the metric of Eq.(22) the












= 1; 100, the red-shift of recombination one thus nds
l
1
















This is plotted in Fig. 1 of [19].
5
The general case  6= 0


























































































































(For positive curvature (k = +1) replace sinh by sin). For the case k = 0, the at
universe predicted by ination, with 

C



























These are elliptic integrals, easily do-able by Mathematica. They resemble the formula

































= 0. In Fig. 3 are the main
result of the iso-l
1






plot for general 

C
with values of l
1
between 150
and 270 in increments l
1










We can look at the cumulative world data on C
l
versus l. Actually even the
existence of the rst Doppler peak is not certain but one can see evidence for the rise
and the fall of C
l
. In Fig. 2 of [20] we see such 1998 data and with some licence say
that 150  l
1
 270.
The exciting point is that the data are expected to improve markedly in the next
decade. In Fig. 3 of [20] there is an artist's impression of both MAP data (expected
2000) and Planck data(2006); the former should pin down l
1
with a small error and the
latter is expected to give accurate values of C
l
out to l = 1000.
But even the spectacular accuracy of MAP and Planck will specify only one iso-l
1










Fortunately this ambiguity can be removed by a completely independent set of
observations.
6
III. HIGH-Z SUPERNOVAE IA.
In recent years several supernovae (type IA) have been discovered with high red-
shifts Z > 0:3 (at least 50 of them). An example of a high red-shift is Z = 0:83. How














= (Z + 1) (39)




= 14Gy this implies t ' 6Gy. Thus this supervova
is older than our Solar System and the distance is over half way back to the Big Bang!
These supernovae were discovered [21, 22] by a 4m telescope then their light-curve
monitored by the 10m telescope KEK-II on Mauna Kea, Hawaii and/or the Hubble
Space Telescope. The light curve is key, because study of nearby supernovae suggests
that the breadth of the light curve i.e. the fall in luminosity in 15 days following its
peak is an excellent indicator of absolute luminosity. Broader (slower) light curves
imply brighter luminosity. Clever techniques compare the SN light-curve to a standard
template.
It is worth pointing out that although these SN are very far away - over 50% back
to the Big Bang they do not penetrate as far back as the CBR discussed earlier which
goes 99.998% back to the Big Bang (300,000y out of 14,000,000,000y).
Because of the high Z, just one of these observations, and certainly 50 or more of

















d. In the simplest
cosmology ( = 0) one expects that q
0
= +1=2, corresponding to a deceleration in the
expansion rate.
The startling result of the high-Z supernovae observations is that the deceleration
parameter comes out negative q
o
'  1=2 implying an accelerating expansion rate.

























plot corresponding to Eq.(41) with q
0
=  1=2.
Such a line is orthogonal to the iso-l
1
lines from the CBR Doppler peak and the inter-
section gives the result that values 

m
' 0:3 and 


' 0:7 are favored. It is amusing




= 1 of Eq.(18).
Note that a positive 


acts like a negative pressure which accelerates expansion
- a normal positive pressure implies that one does work or adds energy to decrease
the volume and increase the pressure: a positive cosmological constant implies, on the




The non-zero value 


' 0:7 has two major problems:
 Its value (1=100 eV )
4
is unnaturally small.






are the same order of magnitude implying that we live in
a special era.





. The potential V () may be








(exp(M=)   1) (43)
where M is a parameter [23].
By arranging that 

is a little below 

at the end of ination, it can track 











is claimed [24] not to
require ne-tuning. The subject is controversial because, by contrast to [24], [25] claim
that slow-roll ination and quintessence require ne-tuning at the level of 1in10
50
.
More generally, it is well worth examining equations of state that dier from the
one (! = p= =  1) implied by constant . Quintessence covers the possibilities
 1 < !  0.
SUMMARY.
Clearly more data are needed for both the CBR Doppler peak and the high-Z
supernovae. Fortunately both are expected in the forseeable future.
The current analyses favor 






Of course,  is still 120 orders of magnitude below its natural value, and 52 orders
of magnitude below (250 GeV )
4
and that theoretical issue remains.
The non-zero  implies that we live in a special cosmic era:  was negligible in
the past but will dominate the future giving exponential growth R  e
t
; t!1. This
cosmic coincidence is addressed by quintessence.
The principal point of our own work in [19] is that the value of l
1
depends almost
completely only on the geometry of geodesics since recombination, and little on the
details of the accoustic waves, since our iso-l
1
plot agrees well with the numerical
results of White et al. [26].
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